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Abstract—It is well-known that selfish routing, where individual agents make uncoordinated greedy routing decisions, does not produce a socially desirable outcome in transport and communication networks. In this paper, we address this general problem of the loss of social welfare that occurs due to uncoordinated behavior in networks and model it as a multiagent coordination problem. Specifically we study strategies to overcome selfish routing in traffic networks with multiple routes where a subset of vehicles are part of a social network that exchanges traffic related data. We investigate classic traffic flow paradoxes that are ubiquitous in various types of networks leading to severe congestion. We present a novel distributed traffic coordination algorithm that alleviates congestion by harnessing the real-time information available through the driver’s online social network. We also propose a utility computation mechanism for route choice that generates near-optimal flows. Our extensive simulation results show that social network based multiagent traffic route coordination contributes to mitigate the effects of these paradoxes and significantly reduces congestion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Selfish routing, where individual agents make uncoordinated routing decisions only in the interest of their own performance, is known to be inefficient. It leads to congestion problems in networked systems [7], [13], [14].

We have several motivations for the work reported in this paper. First, since the publication of the aforementioned (and other) works on selfish routing, the panorama has changed. There is an increasing prevalence in the use of social networks where communication of information among individuals using the network is real-time and seamless. This trend is giving traction to mobile apps for transport networks, such as Waze and Roadify, designed to enable commuters to share real-time traffic information. This work is aimed at opening a thread of inquiry to determine the underpinnings of Waze-like algorithms, which are not accessible to the public, with the goal of providing improvements where possible. It has also led to recent interest [9], [10], [5] in studying the potential benefits of the social communication aspects of these mobile apps and how they can be effectively applied towards minimizing traffic congestion. Our work is motivated by such initiatives and we seek to take advantage of these new technologies to use them to better distribute vehicles in the network with the simulation goals of reducing congestion.

Second, the increase in average travel time due to selfish routing has been extensively studied with respect to two classic traffic flow paradoxes: Pigou [11] and Braess [2]. Using a simple two route network, Pigou’s paradox demonstrates the principle that selfish behavior need not produce a socially optimal behavior. Braess’ paradox reinforces the sub-optimality of selfish routing by showing that network improvements (adding a zero or low cost route to reduce congestion) can result in increased congestion when drivers choose routes selfishly. In real transportation networks, it has been observed [12] that this problem could be resolved by restructuring the network (shutting down a road). Another strategy is to introduce tolls on faster routes that not only incur extra costs for drivers but also change the cost structure of the routes. Our goal is to solve these paradoxes without restructuring the networks or by enforcing tolls, both of which could be very expensive. Instead we use the driver’s social network data to facilitate coordinated routing.

Third, traffic congestion is closely related to two fundamental concepts in traffic assignment, namely the user equilibrium (UE) and the system (or social) optimum (SO), formulated by Wardrop [16]. The former states that “under equilibrium conditions, traffic arranges itself in congested networks such that all used routes between an origin-destination (OD) pair have equal and minimum costs, while all those routes that were not used have greater or equal costs.” This is Wardrop’s first principle, also known as Wardrop’s user, or Nash equilibrium. Wardrop’s second principle corresponds to the SO and states that under social equilibrium conditions, traffic should be arranged in congested networks in such a way that average (or total) travel cost is minimized. Further, the concept of price of anarchy [7] measures the effect of decentralized decision-making in a system in which its components act selfishly, i.e., it is defined as the ratio between the worst equilibrium (worst UE) and the optimal solution (SO). Therefore, in order to achieve a socially beneficial outcome, it is important to reduce the price of anarchy by establishing optimal flows. In the event of congestion, all drivers may strictly prefer a coordinated outcome to the flow at Nash equilibrium to reduce the price of anarchy. Our approach seeks to achieve the SO in which the Nash flow is strictly Pareto-dominated by the optimal flow.

In order to create optimal flows in transportation networks, we model this problem as a multiagent system (MAS) distributed coordination problem. Drivers traveling through
the roads act as agents that make route choice decisions in a distributed fashion. The goal is to create a mechanism for coordinated decision making. We envision a scenario in which a certain fraction of drivers in transportation networks are connected via an online social network traffic app. When a driver encounters congestion in the route she is currently traveling or just finished traveling, she will report the level of congestion in the form of a post in the traffic app. Creating a post can be constrained by the GPS readings so that a driver can only post congestion levels about a route in which she is traveling. Based on the collection of congestion reports, the traffic app continuously computes the utility of each route in real-time. The utility of a route is a measure of traffic moving smoothly on that route and is computed using the collective reported congestion information. Unlike conventional electronic map apps, there is bi-directional information flow in our app, i.e., drivers connected via the app have access to the route utility values which they can choose to use to make route choices.

We propose to augment the traffic app with a traffic route preference function (TRPF) that computes the route utility values. The TRPF is based on real-time congestion data collected from the drivers. Drivers are able to choose a moving time window to compute the route utility based on data from the past $n$ hours so that the app is able to improve its prediction over the long run. Our goal is to improve the travel time for individual drivers while also reducing the average travel time of all the drivers. TRPF not only allows users to share relevant information with each other to improve their travel experience, but also offers valuable data that could ultimately help transportation agencies upgrade the way they structure initiatives aimed at improving and streamlining commutes.

To gain a deeper understanding about how this traffic app could improve the system behavior, we perform an extensive simulation study. We choose two simple traffic networks [11], [2] for investigation that are well studied in the literature for resolving the congestion problem. As discussed below, one of the challenges of providing global information about the routes to drivers is that it might lead to oscillation. Using simulations, we determine the optimum parameter settings based on these two simple network scenarios that reduce oscillation and ensure a stable traffic flow across routes. Our primary goal for this paper is to identify the fundamental aspects of TRPF to be able to implement it for larger network scenarios in the future. Simulation results show that the social network based route coordination approach successfully resolves these paradoxes while reducing both congestion and the average travel time.

To summarize, in this paper we emphasize the benefits of harnessing the online social network platform to reduce congestion using a couple of well-known networks as case studies. The main contributions of this paper are:

- For a given number of vehicles traveling from a source to destination, our route-preference approach achieves the socially optimal (or near-optimal) distribution of drivers.

- We present a MAS coordination model that leverages drivers’ social network to facilitate establishing the optimal traffic distribution.

- We show that our model is able to resolve the classic traffic flow paradoxes such as Pigou and Braess that result from selfish routing.

II. CLASSIC TRAFFIC SCENARIOS

We describe two networks used to illustrate our approach. The simple network in Fig. 1(a) is a variant of Pigou’s example [11] on the effects of selfish routing. Both SMD and SND routes lead from a source $S$ to a destination $D$. Consider that a flow of 200 want to use the network. The individual costs (latency/travel time) associated with each edge are either constant ($c = 20$) or variable (a function of the flow $x$ using an edge). The cost of SMD and SND are 40 and $20 + 0.1x$ respectively. Route SND is cheaper from each individual driver’s perspective. Thus, under the assumption that each driver aims to maximize her utility, we can expect that the entire flow uses SND. Moreover, no driver has incentive to shift to SMD since it also incurs a cost of 40 there. Hence, under UE only SND is used. This is certainly not the best distribution from the overall point of view: if the traffic flow could be coordinated (instead of being a product of selfish routing), the best distribution from the social point of view (SO), would be assigning 100 to each route. The average cost in this case would be 35, which is smaller than that at UE.

Similar conclusions can be reached in the case of three routes (Fig. 1(b)): because SMPD is the cheapest route from the individual point of view, the entire flow of 200 will use SMPD with an average cost of 60. However, the social optimum occurs when 75 use SMPD and 125 use SMND, causing a reduced average cost of 44.375.

Another example vastly used in the literature on selfish routing is due to Braess [2]. An instance of it is depicted here in Fig. 2. Assume flow is 4000 and $c = 45$. The paradox occurs due to the following: Initially, there were just two routes to go from $S$ to $D$, one via $v$ and one via $w$ (Fig. 2(a)). Since costs are identical, the whole flow splits equally producing an individual cost of 20 + 45. The traffic authority then decides to construct a high capacity link from $v$ to $w$ (Fig. 2(b)). This new link has cost or latency of 0. Obviously, now, all flow will deviate to route $SvwD$. This causes high cost in both $Sv$ and $wD$ edges. The individual cost is now $40 + 0 + 40$, which is higher than the one experienced prior to when the additional edge was included.
to compute a mediated equilibria. In the VANET community, there has been some early attempts [4], [8] to consider social relationships between vehicles or drivers. Most of them focus on reproducing the mobility models. However these models aim mainly at detecting communities of vehicles and they do not map the vehicles on a real topological space.

In the same line, other works advocate for providing knowledge to vehicles and for the use of data collected from social networks, in order to help to improve traffic prediction, as in [5], [10]. These however do not discuss the use of the methods in routing scenarios.

IV. OUR APPROACH

In the New Cities Foundation (Connected Commuting) study [9] on the urban commuting problems in San Jose, the central question posed is whether a new level of networking between commuters could enhance the overall commuting experience. One of their key observations is that commuter comments collected by smartphone applications provide valuable high-quality real-time data about commuter sentiment in relation to their commutes. In our approach, users report the congestion level of the route they traveled. Each driver then calculates the Traffic Route Preference Function (TRPF), which fuses the congestion reports into a representation of the utility of each route. The driver can then choose the route that maximizes the TRPF. The goal of this method is for each vehicle to use the congestion reports to choose a route such that average travel time for all vehicles is minimized.

A. Problem Model

We model a commuting scenario. Each edge has an associated cost function, which represents the travel time, or latency, a driver would experience traveling along that edge. In our scenarios, the cost function is linear with respect to the number of drivers on that edge. Given $N$ drivers and $k$ routes from which they can choose, we want drivers to distribute themselves in such a way as to achieve the optimal flow. The optimal number of drivers along a route, $O_i$, $i = 1, 2, ..., k$ can be found by solving a convex optimization problem using CPLEX (quadratic programming).

Next, we introduce the three main parameters of our model: $G$, $p$, and $T$. To model drivers’ decisions, we assume that without any external stimulus, drivers will choose the route that has previously given them the lowest travel time. This causes the driver distribution to converge to the UE. However, with probability $1 - G$, a driver will stick with the same route as last time, which is a way for us to model a person’s desire to exploit their previously gained experience rather than exploring new options. Parameter $G$ allows us to control the number of agents who change their route each round to determine the effect of this number on the performance of TRPF; especially how it influences oscillation.

We assume that a fraction $p$ of the drivers have access to a Waze-like app creating a dynamic social network. This is the fraction of drivers who will be using the TRPF. When drivers run into congestion, if they are part of the social network,
they will report it using one of two possible congestion levels: Level 1: moderate congestion (traffic moving slowly) or Level 2: heavy congestion (standstill traffic). We define a weight metric called the congestion multiplier associated with each congestion level. For Level 1, a congestion multiplier \( w = 3 \) is used, and for Level 2, \( w = 5 \). Each vehicle in the social network receives reports from the other vehicles in the social network and calculates the TRPF. Drivers may use a number of rounds, represented by the parameter \( T \), to determine their individual utility value for each route.

### B. Traffic Route Preference Function (TRPF)

The TRPF is a measure of whether more drivers are on a route than the optimal distribution of drivers would suggest. It fuses the traffic reports from the drivers in the social network to result in a function that achieves its maximum when fewer drivers are on a route than should be in the SO. The TRPF for route \( i \) is a function of the traffic reports for the last \( T \) rounds. If \( t \) is the current round, \( n_{i,t}^{(r)} \) is the number of drivers reporting congestion for route \( i \) at time \( t \), and \( w_{i,t}^{(r)} \) is the congestion multiplier for route \( i \) at time \( t \), then the TRPF is given by:

\[
TRPF_i(t) = 1 - \frac{\sum_{\tau=t-T}^{t} n_{i,\tau}^{(r)} w_{i,\tau}^{(r)}}{\sum_{\tau=t-T}^{t} n_{i,\tau}^{(r)}}
\]

This expresses the total congestion report for route \( i \) over the last \( T \) rounds, normalized by the number of drivers reporting congestion. The purpose of the subtraction is so that the function is maximized when fewer drivers use route \( i \).

If fewer than \( O_i \) drivers (the optimal number of drivers on route \( i \)) choose route \( i \), then the TRPF for route \( i \) will be 1. The TRPF will decrease as the difference between the number of drivers on a route and the SO of that route increases.

Our approach proceeds in the following steps:

1) **Initialization:** Each driver will use the TRPF with probability \( p \).
2) Each driver chooses a new route. With probability \( 1 - G \), a driver will choose the same route as last time. Of the drivers who can change their route, those who use the TRPF will choose the route with the maximum TRPF value and those who do not use the TRPF will choose the route that has historically resulted in the minimum travel time.
3) Drivers travel along the route and receive the travel cost.
4) Drivers who use the TRPF report the congestion levels for their routes.
5) Drivers who use the TRPF receive the reports from other drivers and calculate the new TRPF based on the last \( T \) rounds.
6) Repeat, starting from Step 2.

### V. Simulation and Results Analysis

We conduct simulations with the following goals: (i) investigate the performance of TRPF for reducing congestion and average cost (travel time) (ii) determine the conditions under which use of TRPF provides optimum performance, i.e., minimum-possible average cost with no/small oscillations in the route choices. We use the previously introduced Modified Pigou’s Network with three routes (Fig. 1(b)) and Braess’ Network (Fig. 2) with a constant flow of 200 and 4000 drivers respectively to study the effectiveness of our approach. In our experiments, the total number of vehicles on the combined routes for the two networks sometimes exceed the total number of vehicles since these are averages over a number of rounds.

We vary the three parameters \( G \) (fraction of drivers that change routes in each round), \( p \) (fraction of drivers that use TRPF to choose routes), and \( T \) (number of previous rounds used to calculate TRPF) to observe the effect of TRPF on traffic distribution (average number of drivers in each route) and average cost. Each simulation reports the results of 200 rounds. These results are generated by taking the average of last 100 rounds once the traffic distribution becomes stable.

Table I reports the results of simulations for four scenarios in Pigou’s and Braess’ network. Rows 1-5 of Table I represent scenario 1, in which 20% drivers (\( G = 0.2 \)) may change their routes every journey. Also, drivers having the TRPF app use data from the past one hour (\( T = 1 \)) to compute TRPF values. Among the 20% drivers (who may change their routes), those who do not have the app will choose the historical lowest-cost (selfish) route. If they are already using the historical lowest-cost route, then they do not change routes. However, if some (or the majority) of these drivers have access to the TRPF app, then they switch to the route with highest TRPF value. Parameter \( p \) controls the fraction of drivers that use the app to change routes. When the value of \( p \) is large, a majority of the drivers use TRPF for choosing a new route. With \( G \) and \( T \) set at fixed levels (second and third columns), we vary the value of \( p \) to observe how it influences the traffic distribution and the average cost.

When \( p = 0 \), the majority of the drivers choose the historical lowest-cost route, i.e., SMPD in Pigou’s network and SvwD in Braess’ network. As anticipated in Section II, we observe that a majority of the drivers choose these routes, creating heavy congestion with an increased average cost. As the value of \( p \) increases, the traffic distribution in the three routes approaches the SO with a decrease in average cost (as described in section II, at SO the average cost for Pigou’s and Braess’ network would be 44.38 and 64.68 respectively).

However, Fig. 3 shows that with \( p \geq 0.5 \) traffic oscillation gradually starts increasing, peaking at \( p = 0.9 \). The reason is that the majority of the drivers that change their routes use the TRPF app as compared to small values of \( p \leq 0.5 \), in which only a small fraction changes route and the majority stick to their lowest-cost route. That is why higher values of \( p \geq 0.5 \) lead to oscillation. We remark however that the average cost does not decrease at higher values of \( p \). This indicates that oscillation, while not preferable, does not degrade system performance (i.e., does not increase average cost). The standard deviation of the traffic distribution increases with the increase of oscillation for larger \( p \) values. We observe a relatively stable traffic distribution for the values of \( p \).
work data. We presented the Traffic Route Preference Func-
tion (TRPF) that computes utility values of the alternative routes for a given source-destination pair. TRPF uses posts on congestion levels (moderate or heavy congestion) from the driver's social network for this computation. We emphasized two standard traffic networks, Pigou’s and Braess’ network, that are used to investigate the phenomenon of selfish routing. Using extensive simulations we have demonstrated that TRPF is able to establish coordination among the drivers for choosing alternative routes. Our main findings are as follows:

- TRPF achieves system optimum (SO) by reducing congestion and decreasing the average travel time.
- TRPF is shown to perform especially well in networks where the Nash flow is strictly pareto-dominated by the system optimum flow.
- Braess’ paradox (as well as Pigou’s) can be resolved without restructuring or enforcing tolls.
- TRPF approaches SO even when less than 20% of the drivers use TRPF to choose routes.
- Oscillation becomes prominent when 50% or more drivers change routes at the beginning of their journeys. However, oscillation does not exacerbate the performance. This indicates that there is a network-specific range for parameter p that optimizes congestion control.

As future work, we intend to extend our investigation to multi-commodity networks that have more than one origin-destination pair. Also we plan to use learning algorithms so that TRPF can learn how to minimize oscillations.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Pigou:</td>
<td>$G = 0.2$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Braess:</td>
<td>$G = 0.2$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Pigou:</td>
<td>$G = 0.2$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Braess:</td>
<td>$G = 0.2$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Pigou:</td>
<td>$G = 0.2$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Braess:</td>
<td>$G = 0.2$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Pigou:</td>
<td>$G = 0.5$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) Braess:</td>
<td>$G = 0.5$, $T = 1$, $p = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. (best seen in color) Traffic Distribution in Modified Pigou’s (Route 1 = SMND, Route 2 = SMPD, Route 3 = SOPD) and Braess’ (Route 1 = SvD, Route 2 = SvwD, Route 3 = SwD) Network.


